
GT Radial Qualifies for Main Competition in First
Formula DRIFT Event
GT Radial officials are encouraged by their first outing in Formula DRIFT with Kyle Mohan earning an
appearance in the main competition at the season opener. 

RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA, USA, April 16, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- GT Radial’s newest
Formula DRIFT driver Kyle Mohan earned the tire manufacturer its first appearance in the series’
main competition at the season opener in Long Beach, CA, April 4-5. 

The challenging Streets of Long Beach circuit was the first test for GT Radial since announcing its
participation in the Formula DRIFT competition, as well as for Mohan's re-engineered Mazda RX-8.
The turbocharged Mazda RX-8 features numerous suspension upgrades as well as a Mazdatrix-built
20B, three-rotor engine for the 2014 racing season.

Mohan qualified into the top 32 with a score of 79. His qualifying position put him against Robbie
Nishida in the first round battle. 

After a strong lead run by Mohan, he made heavy contact with a tire barrier in front of the judges'
stand, but Nishida also made a mistake and spun. With both drivers failing to score points on the
second run, Mohan advanced to the main competition as one of the top 16 qualifying drivers on the
strength of his lead run.

While the car was badly damaged, the KMR (Kyle Mohan Racing) team was able to make repairs and
have the GT Radial/Energy-X/Mazdatrix Mazda RX-8 ready for opening ceremonies and Mohan's top-
16 battle with Kenny Moen. Moen was able to establish a gap during his lead run, and the judges
advanced him to the next round.

"Having the crash wasn't how we wanted to start the season, but it's a testament to all of the guys at
KMR that the car was fixed and able to compete in the top 16," Mohan said. "I wanted to start the
season off on the right foot and give GT Radial a solid start to the year. Making the top 16 was what
we needed. Now we'll go to work and make the car ready for Atlanta."

An eight-year veteran of Formula DRIFT, Mohan competes in the Formula DRIFT Pro Championship
in the no. 99 GT Radial/Energy-X/Mazdatrix Mazda RX-8 with support from GT Radial, Energy-X,
Mazdatrix, and Mazda USA.  More information can be found at www.kylemohanracing.com.

GT Radial’s other driver, Formula DRIFT rookie Tyler Wolfson, experienced problems with the
steering column in his Mazda RX-7 that prevented him from qualifying.

Wolfson was encouraged, however, by the performance of his Champiro SX2 tires in the practice
rounds and is anxious to get the steering issues resolved for the next Formula DRIFT event at Road
Atlanta on May 9-10.

“Our GT Radial SX2 tires performed even better than expected thanks to a lighter car and smaller
wheel width this year,” Wolfson said.  “And we certainly got the attention of fellow drivers as well as
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many fans.”

This is Wolfson’s rookie season in Formula DRIFT following back to back feeder series championship
wins on GT Radial tires.  Wolfson and his GT Radial/SAE Motorsport Mazda RX-7 will be competing
in the full seven-event calendar of the Formula DRIFT Pro Championship, as well as the four-event
calendar of the Formula DRIFT Pro2 Series.  

An extreme performance summer tire, the Champiro SX2 was introduced recently to North America
for driving enthusiasts who want higher levels of traction, response and driving control in dry and wet
conditions.  An outstanding performer on the street and the track, the Champiro SX2 has already
experienced considerable success in Formula DRIFT Asia, with drivers such as Josh Boettcher from
Australia who placed 3rd overall in the 2013 championship.  The GT Radial teams in Formula DRIFT
are certainly encouraged by the Champiro SX2’s performance at Long Beach and are looking forward
to the next event at Road Atlanta.

Headquartered in Rancho Cucamonga, CA, Giti Tire USA is the sales and marketing operation in the
U.S. for Giti Tire Pte. Ltd., which manufactures GT Radial brand tires for passenger, SUV, light truck,
truck, bus, and high performance vehicles.  GT Radial tires are sold through distributors, independent
dealers and retailers throughout North America.  For more information, visit www.gtradial.com.
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